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A tdesig ft T = It , denoted (X; t, k, u), is a system rE of sub,cets of size k from 
a w+-et X, such that e t-subset o is contained in exactly h elements of (8. A hypcr- 
graph H = (II’, % ) is a finite set Y where e = (Ef: i E 6) is a family of subsets (which we 
BSSU~IC here WC distirnctb of Y such that Ei # 8, i GZ I, and fllEi = Y, Let 
phfsm group of N = (Y, ts ) where t& 1 is the ith orbit of f-subsets of e . 
(&ii) be afi lrpl by n IIW tdx, where aikis the number of copies of 0; that OCCUR in the system 
of afl t-subsets of ail elements of Qj . Then there is a tdcsign T = (X,% ) with X = t 9 with 
parameters 4 A; f, k, u), and with G an automorphism group of 7’ iff there is an rn by s sub- 
matrix of A(G; H; g* k) whcrc IUS raniform row . The cakulusl for applying this 
theorem is illustrated atld numerous t-&sips for IO 16 are found andi presented. 
Using a theorem of ABtop orn ouz i 12; 4,6,13) ad 7, f “;) we obtain a (12; 5, 7, 14) 
nd a W; 5, 8,161. 
ge at the outset the inspiratian by Jean 
kctures (see [ ii]) which inch&cd mariaus constructims of t 
mention of a ccmstruction (due, ts ikm) for a ( 1; 3, 
= ( Y,, & ) is 8 finite set Y of vertices together witk a 
I) of edg;es, iwhere (p $k k?$ !E K+ and UK :-= Y. 
Ei are distinct SO thaI. CT is then it set of M.xs:~s of Y. 
dis4xssion cjf hyperll’,saphs. 
ting WI a set St we ielt G, =: (g E G: qi: = Q ) be the 
nd we let aG = (/3 ft a: 0 =: ~2 for some g E G ) be 
ainin:gti. We assume :here that (7 and si! are finite. 
uent USC will be made of the result 
ielandt [ 11 f and for discussions of designs 
be an automorphism groq~ of tk r-design T if 
: A’ and G Ipreserves ?~3. Simi.larly, C i:; an aut~:)~morphism 
IY,&)ifCLKtsonSx= Yana 
hism @soup G of T or H has a naturally induced 
or & , respectively. 
?sr mtin theorem is ealementary in nature ancf !KS ;rt lerlist irnpiicitly 
a variety of researckxs in ConstruCti:lg f-designs. Neverthe- 
es a useful perspectkde on a diverse aszx-xfmewt of constmc- 
need some nMationi: Let G be an automorphis group of the 
hH=IY,Q,where/Cf=v,sothatGhasa:n ,iral action on 
enok the set of aif fsubsets of C and let 0’ 2:. 10;: i = t, ...l) q) 
in Cl11 under G. For convenience kt 
e the number Q kiments of 0; 
an element of * ? and note that 
hich are found ir;j rike system of a11 t-sub- 
efhe ahe is’ = If1 b 
2.1. Let @ be an autc mcrphism grotdp of the hy 
N = r[ Y, & ), where I el =. v. T7w there is a t-design T = ( 
with parameters (X; t, k, #I, and with G an auturnor~hisnt group uf T iff 
there is apz raz by s st&mafrbc M of A(G; H; t, k) where M has uniform row 
suntss x.
The blocks of T := (II’, e”) zirt: simply the orbits of Ok ‘under the action 
of G which correspond. to the P colurnbls of’M. The equal row sums of X 
in 14 further force that each. t-:.ubset of X = ~5 occur X times in the blocks 
of 9. The converse is e:qua!llly straightforward and VW leave the details to 
the reader who may find an inspecti-3n of our examples helpfili in under- 
standing the notation and implications of this result. 
One should emphasize that heorem 2. f can be easily modified to 
alloy repeated blocks where then some of the s columns in _&I may be 
repeated. In this case ‘where A has been calculated and T, with parameters 
(X; t, k, u), is being searched fcr, the finding of T 5s equivalent o finding 
a nonnegative integral solution to the matrix equation 
(1) Ax=X[l 1 . . . Ijr, 
wherex = [x1 x2 . . . X, 1 T u lc blocks are not to be repeated then the in- 
tended solution R requires X, a= 0,l. 
It is not usually feasible! to find solutions to (1) by inspection unless 
A is a two-rowed matrix cc Era; a small number of columns (say n 6 12). 
The computer stiarch used to 51;d most of our designs becomes low 
when n zb 30, cad it a lading a solution x in general will be 
a nontrivial prc Mem. l:he art (an4 frequently the luck) of using Theorem 
2.1 iies in judic-ious choices for H a:ld 6. If G has few orbits or special 
orbits on e, matrix A may admit al? easy search but may not provide an) 
sohttions t6 (1). If G hias many orbAs on 45 with few or no speci 
then solutions to (1) may be numerous but hard to find. 
e finish this section with a proposition hich aids in calculating 
; H; P, k). 
of. Note that there are (:I 1 ) ways that a t-subset of a k-set can be 
extended to a tt -subset of the &set. Further, if there are cfi copies of 
$1 in the system of a11 t, =subsets of all elements OIF ok, and cif copies 
of 0: in the system of all t-subsets of all elements of d :I, then there are 
copies of C$ in the system of a.lt -subsets of all eiements of Ok. 
s a consequence sf Propositislt 2.T one need 5nly calculak 
A[C; W; u, U+ f ) for t < u < k in cbrder fc cC3fate Ati;; J#; t, K>. 
lY Tkeorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 
e nuw assume 2 < t < k < u and it is then easy to shsz lbat a 
k, u) requires that 
i < t. For some results c<rncerning the sufficiency 
of this condition see [ 71 and [ 121. Hence quadruples X, t, k, v for 
‘hove is not true will not be considered. 
.JB) is a (X; t, k, tt) then (X, pkl \‘rcti) is a (x; t, k, v) with 
nce ‘we assume h 4 3 (i- i). If X = 1 it can be shown 
3 U. Further, the authors have not as yet seen a 
ample to the following _: atement: If a (X; t, k; U) with k > 9 u 
there is some T = (X,%) with parameters (x; t, u--k, u) with 
h that (X,93) w,it.h9$ = {X’\ B: B E %) is a (X; t, k, @bc 
xamples belo-.y uses a particuk H and C. With u = I e i 
tple X, t, k, ~1 satisfying the above resttictions, a search 
IX; t, k, u). The rest& is indicated by specifying the o 
a sdutior if one was found or by omitting a listing otherwise. 
nt the omission means that an exhaustive search of 
s made but no (A; t, k, u) was found. e should ernphav 
rally list one solution (when a desi xists) though 
than one solution was found. 
endent on a corn- 
h. At an early :+tage two indep ntly written computer prep 
grams yietde identical solution sets whenever cornpared. is along with 
occasional longhand sea hing, which again corroborated any conlpufter 
s, leads us to feel confident that our reports of solutions (or absence 
utions) are accurate. 
4 e shall skip applying Theorem 2.1 to u = 6, 7,8, or 9’ sirrce it will be 
easy enough for the reader to do so, especially after readi g one or tw0 
of wur examples. 
Example It : u = M.WeletH=(Y,~)whcreY=(1,2,3,4,5}= 
& is the set of 2-subsets of Y. Nence I!! is simply KS ) the co 
on 5 vertices. We let C be S,, tthe symmetric group on Y. L 
denote the edge containing vertices 1 and 2. 
Our indexing of orbit representatives for gr 
corresponds to the indexing used in 18, pp- 2 f 
Then IiU2jf = WA 151, VQ3 il = (60, tO,20,30), li04 II = (f5,60, 5,6Q, 
10,60), IHPil = (3096 ,60,60,30, 12). Then 
A(C; W; 2,3) = 
One can then calculate he other matrices by using 
verGenice 1111 not 
re is a (X; I’, k,, u) us 
ram6 ter si~~~~ation w 
10) = (1,3,5 j, (8; 2,4, 10) = (6), 
=(Y,C)wheke Y= and Cc is the set of 
crf size f and 2. be S, the symmetric group OR Y. 
i~e~~~~~tat~ves in Tabk 2 where 12, 13, 1 denote the three 
&3: and 11). 
p 12,2 ,453 12, 32, 12, l)? 
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Table 2. resentatives fm orbits t d 
FY--- 
--_ -P-_-__L-- -- 
i I 2 3 4 5 
1 12,13 12, 13” 14 l&13, 14,23 12, 13, 14,23,24 
2 12,34 12, 13+23 12,23, 34, 14 
3 12, t 12. 13,24 12, 13, 23, 1 
Q 12.3 12,r3, 1 12, 13,23,4 12, 13, 14,23,4 
5 1.2 l&13, 2 1X14,23,34, 1 
6 12, 13,4 12, t3,24, 3 12, 13, 23, I,2 
7 Q2.34, 1 12.13, 14,l 12, 13, ‘23, 1.4 
8 12, 1.2 lb, 13, 14,2 12, k3,24, I.2 
9 12, 1.3 If, 13, I,? 2% R3,24,1, 3 
10 r2,3,4 12,13,1,4 12, ll3,24, 1,4 
11 1,2,3 12. 13,2,3 12, ‘II 3, 24, 3,4 
12 12, 13, 2.4 12, II& 14, 9,2 
13 12.34, 1,2 12, ‘II 3, 14,2, 3 
14 12,34, 1,3 12, 113, 1,2,3 
15 12,1,2,3 12, I$, 1,2,4 
16 12, 1,3,4 12.115,2,3,4 
17 L2w3.4 12, :IM, 1,2,3 
18 12, II, 2, 3,4 
- ---_-PI-~ Y_.-_- 1-w._- 
The cohonns for A(C; B; 3,4) are: 
(‘1 = [(3)1,(3)2,C2)31, c2 = [31, cj = [U)2,4,5], 
“b =z [2,6], cs = [U)3, (2)4, 5, (371, 
“k = [c2)3,5,d2)4.(“,!)7], CT = [l,4]., c* = [13)9,5,6], 
cg = [i2$4, 5,14K 91, cl, = [ ,6,9], c,, = [5,91, 
t,, = is, cw, 9, ( )lOl, 
Cl; 
Cl3 = 17,8, lOI, Cl4 = [(:?)7,91, 
= [(2)8,9,(3)11], Cl6 = [ ,c2)lo,(3)ra]g c,,= [II]. 
The columns of 
q2 = [(3)7b 8,9, IS], C,, = [U)8, I J, 121, 
W)=C, 10). (4; 2,4, lO)=(Z, 4,7, 16, 13, 17). 
,2,4,10)=(1,2,9,12,14), 
10) = (1, 2,4, 7,9, 12, 13, 14, i7). 
10) = (2. 7, 17), (1 2;2,5 10)=0,6,8,11, id!, 
10’1=(2,4,8, 11, 14, Mj, &I; 2,S, 10) = (8; 2,5, 1O)u 
0,; (24; 2.5. 18) =(l, 2,6,7,8,8, 11, 16, 18), 
,2,.4,‘6, $, 9, 11, 15, 10. 
9 wj :‘- (2,4,7, 11, 13, I?). 
10)=(2,4,8, 11, 14, 161, (5,;3,5, 10)=(1,2,‘?,9, 10, 13, 
ll.WeletH=:(Y,C)whereY=N1i,C isthedof I- 
lk; of ‘Y, and G is C, 1 .r the cyclic group on Y (see table 3). 
--. --- - __ --.-_ ______--_cI -c-ll_-“_--- _._- _-_____ _. ._.. a. . .- __ ------cI-Iy 
2 3 4 5 
_..-- -_ I -_--____.- --sT......_“- ._II__ WI_ ___._ __-__ _ _c_*- 
1,2 f,2,3 1,2,3,4 1,2,5,7 1,2,X4.5 1,2,4,5,10 1,2,5,6,Y 
1,3 1,294 1,2,3,5 !,2,5,10 1,2,3,4,6 t,2,4,5,7 1,2,4.6,8 
I,4 1,3,4 i,2,4,5 1,2,7,9 1,2,3,4, 10 1,2,3,5,8 1,2,4,6, 10 
1,s 1,2,5 1,2,3,6 1,2,7.10 1,2,3,5,6 1,2,3,5,9 1.2.4,s 10 
1,6 l,4,5 1,4,&Q 1,2,4,8 1,2,4,5,6 1,2,3,6,8 1.2,6,&U 
1,2,6 1,2,3,7 1,2,6,8 1,2,3,4,7 1,2,3,6,10 t,2,%6,9 
1,5,6 f,2,6,7 t,2,6,10 1,2,3,4,9 1,2,3,7,9 1,2,4,7.9 
I, 297 1,2,3, 10 L2.5. 1,2,3,6,7 1,2,3,?.W !,2,4.7Jo 
1.3.5 1,2,3,Y 1.2,5, 1,2,5,6,7 1,2,4,5,8 L2.5.7.9 
L2.3,4,8 1.2, ,5,9 1,2,§,7,10 
1,2,3,x 8 5,2, ,k,8 1,2,5,& 10 
1,2,3,5,7 i,2,5,6, 10 l,3,5,7,9 
,7 I,2,3,6,9 
_ _ _ - - - - _ - r. .---. _ __ ^ _ --. . ^  -_ --- -_- _-._. 
The cclumns ofA(G; H; 3, 
c, = 
4. 
c, = Km 2,31, [I, 2,4,9], CS = 12, 3,4, 51, 
Cd = [1,4,6, 1Oj 9 C5 =f4,5,6,71, Cs =ll,6,% 121, 
CT = i&7, GW31, c-8 = [1,3,5,91, cg = (1, S,‘?, 111, 
c lo = iLV, 13 ]j 51 =[2,6,9,11], C,,=[2,3,10,11], 
c 13 = [3,?, 9. 10 ]k G4 = [2,8, 10, 141, Cl5 = [2,5, 13, 143 
C = 16 1498, 11, 133, c,, = [3,4, 22, 141, c** == [S, 8, IO, 12 
C = 19 13,8, 11, 141, rzo = [2, 7, 12, l-‘1, c?,~ == 16, 7, 12, 13 
C22 = 13, 6, 134, 151, C2S = 14, 7, 14, 151, C,, = [4,5, (2)15] 
Czs = C5,6, 14, 151, C& = [(2)9, 12, 131, ‘c’,~ = 19, IO, 13, !;I, 
C28 = 110, 11, 12, 131, C;g = EIO,t 11, (2)14] 9 
e 30 = [CJ, 11, 12, 151. 
e columns of (G; H; 4i1 5) are: 
t&, = [(2)1,2,3,8], C2 = [ 1,2, , lI,12], c, = il, 
5, 133, cs = [3,5,8,9,11], cs = IL 
61? 
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x%if sizes are 1 I. e columns of &4(G; II; 2,3) are: 
, = [(2)16 21, C2 =C3 = [l,-2,3], C4 =CS := [I, 3, 
cs =c, =[I, Cf# = MW], 
e 10 = c,., =[2,3,5), C,2-C,j=[2,4,51, 
cl = [(2)3,5], C,, = f3, (2) 
Cz,, = 14, 10, 16, 21, 281, ‘f71 =: 14, 8, 22, 24, 271, &I 
c& = f-J, 14, 18,20,25], ‘Czg = [7, 16, 19, 22,231, 
“-30 = 14~9, 23, 25, 291, C’31 = [ 5923, (2)24, 25 1, 
C;,=[11,20,21,26,30], C& =[ll, 12,22,28,30], 
IT’,, =I!& 13,20,27,28], CS5 =[13,21,22,26,27], 
“TS8 = 112, 14, 18, (2)29] 9 C& z’ f 16, IS, 24,27,3()), 
“T&) = It& 17, 19,28,29], c-41 = [ 13, 17,23,29,30]. 
c I42 = Lf2)26, 27, 28,301. 
(3; 2, 3, Ht=(l,4,12,13,14J. 
,24,X,29), (12;2,4, 11)=(4,9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 
2:,5, I! 1)‘s fai= all even X, 42, are obtainabte by taking 
e unions of: a 
1 I ), using c=mr <I’ and N. Tks shows that if a (3; 4, 5, 1 I) exists 
not be cyolic. 
(Table 4). 
e:Mf=(Y,C)where Y= {1,2,3) w{4,5,6,7}, 
ofi“ size 2 using one vertex from { 1,2,3 ) and CM-E 
5, 6, 7 ), i.e., N is c plets bipartite graph #3 4. The 
the cross product CI on (1,2,3} ancs4 or; ( 
Then 
i!~~‘?l =(l&36, 72, 3, 72, 36, 18, 36, wt, 24,36j, 
I@ 11 = (72,36, I44,?2, 24, ‘73,72, 36,36., 72,72, 72, 12), 
llo6fi = (6, 12, N, 7;!, 72, 144, 36, 36, 72, ‘72, 144, 72, 24,36, 12, 
72, 18). 
Table 4. RcprtmtstiPres fm orbits 0; 
Y-- 




2 3 4 5 6 
- ..h _.. -* --__ _-.--. .* ___-_ _ ____r , - ._ . , _ _ ._ _._ _ - _. _ __.__ -- ._--e_ ----- 
14, IS 14,24,25 14, IS. 24,25 14,15,24,25,26 14,15,24.25,34,35 
14.24 14, 15, 16 14,24,25,35 14, 15,24,25. 35 14, IS, 16,24,25,26 
14,s 14,24,3 14,15,25.26 l4,24,25,35, 36 14, ‘16,24,25,35,36 
14,15,26 14,15,16, 17 l4,15, l&26,27 14. IS, 24,25,26,36 
14,24, 35 54, 15,16,26 14,lS. 16, 17927 14,15,24,25,35, 36 
14925.36 14e24.34, 35 14, 15,25,35, 36 14.0 15,24,25,26,35 
14, 15,2C,27 14, 24,25,26, 36 14, 15,24,25,26,27 
14, 15, 26, 36 14, 15, 16,26,36 14, 15,16,24,25,27 
14, 24, 25, 36 1 ,25.36 14, 15,25,26, 36, 37 
14, 15, 16,27 1 5,26, 37 14, 15, 16,26,27, 37 
94, 15, 26, 37 1 6, 26, 37 14,24,2 “,, 26, 36, 37 
, 15, M.26, 36, 37 
, 15,2,& 26, 35, 37 
14, 24, 2.5, 26,2’?, 37 
5,, 15, 17, 2’7, 37 
5, &1, 25, 26.37 
_R11__-“4 _ _ . _._ . _  _ ._ . 
^.. -. _. _._. . . --_- 
__. ._ - _-. _  - “__ __a-..-^_ .- _ -11 c 
: H; 2,3) has columns: 
)I, (6)2, (2)3), cz= [fL?)l], c, = [Z], 
)31, Cs = f(3)2.,(2)31, tYe = [(2)3]. 
‘i = [If, c.J = [1,(2)5], cs := [(2)1.,62)41, 
= [L?], C$ = K2)L (6% 41, cs = L 1, (913, 51 9 
“; = ] 9 ctl = C4, (2)51? cg := [(2)1, (2)4, (4)5, (6)6], 
Cl1 = f4, (3)6il . 
(G; H; 4,5) are: 
= IC4K t-2:)3, (2)§1, c* = [C!)1, (32, (2)6], 
CIi = 8(4)2, (2:)3, (4)8e (2193 . C4 = [(2)3,5, (4)7, (3)10], 
“; = f(8K 5, IO], t’:i = [ 3, (4)16, 91, 
c:., = f(232, U:)S, 91, Cs = [S, (2)6,8] “‘9 = [(2)1,9] Y 
= 13, S),, (#4)1 1 ], c, 1 = ‘Is, 51, (3)1cll, (2)l I], 
C )‘I, (2)8,9, (2)l I],& C, 3 = i8, lo]. 
. 
(G; H;, 5, 6) an:: ’ 
I, c;! =f II, cfJ = [3!, = E L% (217, GWI 9 
= Ew& 3.l C? 9 (2)9], cf, = BfZ)l, (4)2, 3 (2)6 3 (2)‘7 9 (4)S] 
,,,,. (2)12), 
@ 
The possible parameter situations with a listing of one dcrsign are: 
(9: ?.. 4, 13,P=(2,‘$,8, MI), (12;2,4, l2)=(1,2,7,9, l,O‘,, 
r15;2.4, E2)==(1,2,3.,4, H), 
(XI: 2, 5, 12) = (2, 5,, lo), (40. ,2,5, 12) =(3,4,8, 13), (60; 2,5, 12) = 
(1, 2, C4, Ku, 
6;15;2,6, 12)=(2,3, 15, t7),(45;2,6, 12)=(1,2,3,4. 110, 151, 
(60;2.6, E)={i,2, I 10, 12, 15,17), (?5;2,6, 12)=(li,4,5,7, 11), 
(90 ;2,6, 1’2)=(6,7,9,, It), (t05:2,6, 12)=11,2,6, 10, 11, 15, 16), 
(24; 3,6, 12) = (1 v2,5,8,9,14,15.f7), (3&3,6,12)=(.1,2,3,5, 
7,11,13,15:, (36;3,6,12)=(4,5,7, I?, 12), (42;3,6,12)=(1,2,6, 
10, t5, 16). 
xample 5: u = 12. We let IJ = t Y. t ) where Y is the set of Xl1 vertice!i of 
a regular dedecahedrof;, Q is the set of 12 faces (determined by special 
SKIS of 5 uxtizes), and G (of order 60) is the group of rigid1 automorphisms 
(Tab]::: 51. We label the faces as indicated in the following prcjjection of a . 
dodecahedron in the p 
-- ^-“I-...“.-- .- -_. 
--i 
._.__-_ ._. .--- .- _. -  ^ . -_ __ ---._ _ -._. . ..__ L^l-.__.l-.--ll-“_- __ -m 
illmstit4 I 2 3 
‘1_ 
4 5 6 
-. -.. _. *- - --..__. -- ._._ ^ .- -.__ -..___ ____._- - . .._ - _. _ __.__.__  . *_ ___. __ _ _..^_ ___-__ --_--_- -_-_l___ 
I, 2 1.2,3 1.2.3.4 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5,6 1,:2.3,5,7,12 
l,? L2, I, 2, 3” 5 l,2,3,4,7 1,2,3,4,5*7 1,:!..3,5, $0, !I 
I, 12 1,2, 1,2,3,10 l.2,3,4,12 1,2,3.4,§.8 !&!.3,5.10, f2 
i,2,12 1.2.4.7 B.2.3.5.7 1,2,3,4,5,9 1,:?.3,5,11,12 
l,7,9 i,L,4,10 \,2,3,s.m 1,2,3,4,5,10 I,:!,3,lo,im,12 
I, 2,4. s 1,2,3,5* 11 1,2,3, 
1 = (l2,60, 30, 2Q,30,60,6U, .30,6O,~iU, 30, 20,60,60, 
60,30,60,60, 10,30,3Q, IO, 30, II 2). 
(G; Hr 2,3) are: 
Cl = f(2M c; = [(4)1, (2)2 j, c,= [(2pl, @,2]* 
= [(2)1, (2)2vm( lO)3], and Cs = f(2)2!]. 
afA(G; H; 3,4) are: 
= [(3)1,21, c* = f(311, cw, 31, c3 = [(3)1,3, [2)4], 
= 12941, C6 = f(‘W, (2’)3], C, == r&(2)3, (3)s) 9 
9 (3)5], c-9 =C~~ = 13, 1, C’,, = [3,(3)5] ? 
)I, (2)2,6]. cz z= [(2,1,2,3, (2)4, (2)5], 
1,(2)3,7,w, c = [(2)2,6, (2)7], 
) 3, (2)5, 6, (2)Y] $) 
= [ (:!:)3, (2)9 
Y 
Y 12) 
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The columns of 
c, =[l, 121, q =ll,2,3,4,51, CJ =[1,2,6], 
c#$ =fi,4L c#j =fLA51, qj ==[1,2;3,4,6,9], 
q = IL (2)3, (2)3, 131, c* = [2, a, IHI], 
~‘yk3,5,%%10!, C,,=[2,3,6,8,10,11], 
c 11 = 13& lH41, c-12 = 14, 131, c*j = f 9 5,7,9, 13, 141, 
c 14=14,5,6,,,11.(5)121, C,,=[4,6,7,11,13,14], 
c r6 = [5,6, $1, C,, = [5,7,8, 10, 11, 141, 
c 18 =w.8.%10, 143, cIg= f81, czo= [9, 13,141, 
C,i =P,lO,W, c~,=[lOl, c;,=[ll,13,14], 
c 24 = 212, 131. 
The possible parameter situations (assuming G and H) with a listing of 
at least one design are: b 
(lO;2,6,12)=(l, 1 Q, 22 24) (25; 2,6, 12) = (2, 19,20,22), 
(30;2,6, E)=(l,:r, 41:,20:21): (35~2.6, 12)=(1,3 8 I1 19,20 24) 
(50;2,6, 12)=(2,:), 8, 11, 19, 20,23;,(55;:!.6, 12):(; ) 2,‘3, I I, ;9, 
9 
20,21,22,23), (60;2,6, 12)=(1,2,:-t, 11, 1j,20,21,24), 
(75; 2,6, 12) =(2, :I, 4, S, 11, 12, 16, d9, 2C, 21,22,23), (i$O; 2,6, 12) = 
(1 ,X3,4, f 0. 12, 17, lSp 20,21), (85; 2,6, 12) =(l, 2,3,14,8, 11, 12, 17, 
18, 19,20,24), (Ko l 2,6,:2)=(2,3,4,5,7,11,17,18,20,21,23), 
,3,4,5,8, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19,20, 23). 
12) flWT1 (I ; 5, 6, If!), (8; 4*, 6, 12) frWn(2; 5, 6, t 2). 
,9, 15) or (1) IO, I3 11 or (2, 18, 24) or (‘6, 17, 3-h 
ing unions (in 4 wiqs.) of diisjoint ( 1 ; 5, 6, 12)‘s. 
, 2,0, 2,, 0; 0, 0, 0, 0,06 ‘) I, f, f, 1, ‘, f,O,0,2,0, t, LO], 
RO, 0, L2, f, 1, 1, 1, LO, 1, 11, 
0,0,0,0,0,c,3,0,0,0,1,3,3]. 
c;irlg our previous coding): 
c§ = [(W, (4, 5, (2x5 (3)10! 1 CJ = [(2)1, 5, a, 9, (318 11 T 
e--v- T -_ - _x”I~- .___ --.- I - ___- __ - 
-..--- _  ___ __. - .---I-....--.-P*_-.... 
it 4 5 6 
_~_~_ Ii _______- _____-_ _ ___._--____ --.- -- -., -_1-.___- . -..,__ .- --. -__c_uv-- 
1,2 lJ.3 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4.5 1.2. 3,4*5,6 1.2.3.6, 7, II 
I,3 L21.4 1,2,3,5 1,2,3.4 6 1.2.3,4,5,7 1.2, 3.8,9, 11 
I,&5 1,2,4,5 iL2,3,5,6 1,2,3,4,6,7 i,2,3,8,9,BL 
3,2!,7 1,2,3:6 1,2,3,4.,7 1,2, 3,5,6,7 1,2,3,4,6, 110 
t , 2,8 1) 2. 3, 7 1 , 2, 3, h,, : 1 2, 3+4,x 8 1,2,3,4,8, Bo 
1,3,8 f&6,7 1,,‘2,3,~$,8 l,t,3,4,7,8 1, 2,3, 7.8, EO 
1,2,3,8 i,2,3,‘;,8 1,2,3,6,7,8 I. 2, 3,4,7, % 1 
f,2,7,8 f,2,3,q9 1,2, 3.4,s. 9 t,2, P, 8, 10, 12 
i,2,4,8 8,2.3,!1,9 1,2.3,4,8,9 ti,2,3,5,8, 10 
h2, Y 7 1,?.,3,5,7 i,2,3,7,8,9 
I ,2,4,10 !,2,3,5,12 1,2,3,4,6,8 
i,2,6,8 1,2,4,6,7 1,2,3,4,6, 12 
a,2,7,9 i,2,3,9~3 t,2. 3,5,6, I 
1,2.3,3, II lB2.3.9, 10, $2 
1,2,3,6,8 I, 2.3,&Q, 12 
1,2,3,5.,9 1,2.3,4,6,9 
1,2J,8, 10 11,2. 3,5,6,9 
U”.” ^cII____ _“__- _ _- - - _- -__ _ I_____^_- _ ._ . __. _ _ u-w-_- --.__.---_. - l__l_-- __u- 
279 
c 15 = f4,7,(3)lQ, 12,(2)131, c,, = I 
c 17 = IS, 7, 12, (4)13], C, 
c 19 = fGw3, (2)9, (2)12] l 
‘T?E columns for A(G; H; 5,6) are: 
C, = f(2)1, 2, 31, e; = [(2)1,2,4, 5, 10, (2)l I], 
cs = EZ, 394, 2)5, (2)12], Cd = [3,5, lo], 
Cs = t(?)l, 3,4,6, 13, 141, Ck =: [4, 5,6, 7, 10, 141, 
CT = [5,7, 151, C’* = [(2)1,6,(2)8, 13, 14, 161, 
C9 == [6,7, (2)&t (2)9, 18, 191, C,, = [7 (2)9 171) 3 
c II = 12,6, 10, 15, 18, 191, Ct2 = [2, l’c, IS;, 
C-I3 .= [3,5, 13, 14, 15, 181, C,, = [7,(2)10~2)12, 13, 19;, 
c 15 := c(2)3, (2)11, (2)14, 1 1, C,, = [2,7,(Z)& 13, 16,n9], 
c 13 = 1214, ‘i,(2)11, 13, 161, Cl8 = [4,(2)&,(2)15, (2)17], 
C 19 = 1% 161, 54-J = [S, 14, 15, 16, 17, M], 
C21 = [(2)9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 191, 
6 “22 = [(2)9, 10, (2)11, 13, IS, 161, 
‘23 , (2)6, (2)12, 16] 9 C; d* 
c2s = [7, (2)12, 17, (2bl 
c ‘28 
~~~~~~~ = 139?78, 78,39, 78,x$39. 78, XL 39, 78,39, 78, 78, 
78,78. X,78,26,78, ?8,78, 7:3,39, 78, f 3, l3,26). 
our Cc and H, the possible parameter siluations where a 
I!, 3, 13) = ( 1, S), (4; 2,3, !3] = (2,Q) ur 
3,13)=(1,3,5,6). 
i 3)‘s for 2 G A G 27 ‘are obtainable by appropriate unians 
(2;2,4, i3)=(lO)orill), (3;2,4,13)=(6), 
), (9; 2,4, 13) = (3. 7) Or (4, 13). 
; 2, 5 $ t 3)‘s, 5 < h < 80 fat: 5 1 h, are obtainable by unions of: 
;2,5, 13)=(E), (10;2,5, 13)=(6)r3r(10)or(13)ot(l6),and 
I3) = (2., 7) or (4, IS). 
; 2. 6, 13t’s, 5 G h < 165, 5 f X, are obtainable by unions of: 
13)=(26,27), (10;2!,6T f3)=619t28)~, (15;2,6, 13)=(8, 92), 
6, I I) or (8, I&1-) cc r 13, 16) or ([ 1‘7, 20) or (22,23). 
3,4p, 13)=-!.1,2,6,8,10, II, 13). 
, 2, 3, 79 9, f 2, 17). 
19, 25, f$)., (40; 3,6, 13) = (1, 2,3,9, 12, 
;3,6,!3)=(1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,12,21,22, 
rck of all (f2;4, 6, 133)‘s yielded (i,4, 6, 8, 17, 20, 
26, 27) or (2, 5,6, 16, 19, ZC;, 28, 25) or (33 S, 7,8, il2,2 1, 22, 
1, 13, 17,~1,28)or(3.5, 10, If, 13, I6,22, 
ade f o determirk if any of these ( 12; 41? 6, 13)‘s 
case U = 13 we mentim a (3; 
II 3) cf is the set of singleton 
e let W = “Y, C) when-: Y = 7 and e isthesetofl- 
A419 CL G% ILWI, l9,3,5), 
{2,6,?), {3,4,6}, {4,5,7) v~lhichform3(1;2,3,7bora 
Our group G will be the automorphism group of PG(2, 2) to 
an involution interchanging points and line:*. Here 11171 = M&2 = 336. 
To reduce the space in listing orbit r e5cntatives we use an element 
of G (whicll interchanges points and lin of PG(2, 2 )+nd make the fol- 
lowing identil?rcations: 1 E ( I ,2,4),2= {1,3.7},$= {Z&,7), 
4 z il. S,6], f 44, 5, 71, = (3;4, 6}, 7 E+S {2,3, 5) (see Table 7). 
The columns of A(G; II: Z, 3) are: . 
e4 = [(4)1, (8)2,(6)31, c-5 = Km, (ml* 
Table 7. Rcpmmtatives far whits 0:. 
_I__- I-l-PIv..-DI--- -.-II-WC.- 
F* 3 4 
____ -____ l_ll_ -- 
5 6 7 \ 
\ 
“w_-.-I_ ___. -_-. __ .I__ ---.-.. -._---- _I-_-.---I---__-I_-_-- ____ -__- 
1 f, 2 1,2,3 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5,6 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
2 I.1 i.2.4 1,2,3,6 1,2,2, 4, i 1,2, 3,4,5, 1 1,2, 3,4&6, 1 





















1 e 2.2 1,2,3,4 1.2, 3.4, 1,2,3,4,5,3 1,2,3,4,5,1,4 
l&6 1,2,3,5 i,2,3,6, 1,2,3,4,#,~ 1,2,3,4,5,1,2 
__- __-__ -_--_l__-_.__.._-__l-- .--. ---- . _-- .._- __.- I_ _- ___I_ 
2 colrrmns ofA(G;H;3,4)aw: 
c, = [(3)1,(4b21, c* = HI, c-3 =lt3)1,( 
,m51, c-5 = L62)51, cfj = f2,3], 
= fG93,4,% C9 = K4)3,41, 
cjz = 1x2)43- 
, c, = [(3K (31219 C2 = E 133, (4161, C3 = E(3M, I2)3,4, (2171, 
e:, = N3)L (2)4, (3% (‘km, cs = [(6)2,3,41) c-6 = l2,51) 
CT = [(‘2)3, (4)9, (2)125) cs = ~(213, (2)4, t4)8, (4)9, cm01 3 
C9 = 1334, (2% (4)P 21, Cl0 = [3, (3)S, (2)8, (2)noj, 
c 11 = lcw, (2)10, w 21, c, 2 = E4, (3x5, (2)to, @)I 1 I % 
45” n3 = IU96 7,& (2>‘91, Cl4 = [7,8, (2)1 f 1, 
= [(4)7, (2)10, (fi!)lZ]. 
forA(G; H;5,6) are: . 
c-1 = K2)11, c.2 = [(2)1, (3 
)I, (2)3, (2)4, (215 1 j 
Cs = 2(3)2,3, (2)7,% @)13lg 
1 2,3,51, 
Cd = E1,4,43)61, 
@6 = I(3123 498, 10, (21131s 
c’? = [(2)3,7,8, 151, Cs = [3,4,‘8, 12, (491141, 
c; = [(2)3, (2 , (2y$ (2)10, (2)1 f, (2)15], 
I@ , 11,(2)12, 151, c,, == I[( 25, 7, fj, II], 
1: IS, (@Ii, t 
= CT1 9 Cus = CGW, 8, iW% 
e-I = I1 1. c* = [(4)1, GE, 3]? c-3 = [(3)1,3, (2)4), 
Cd = 12, 5, 121. c-5 = ((4% (2)3, (2)5, (2)6, (2)7,9, (2)I I], 
c-6 = [Z, (2)4,6,8, 131, CT = [(2)3. 7, (2)8, 10, 113, 
c-8 = (3, (4j4,9, (2M0, (2)?33, 
“b = [3,9, (2)12], 
c 10 = [C)S, 7, 14, (6)15, (IgIG I t 
5 ‘L [S, 6,8, (2)14, 22, (8)23 1 
q, = Kw, mi 9, (2)14, (2)l . {2)17, (2)18]., 
c ,; = IfW, IO, 14, 17,(2)19], * C’,, = 17, 14,(2)241, 
(;zi = I(2)7, (,2)8,9, (2wL (2)1?, (2)19, (r!)22], 
c 16 = 1799, 17, (2~18, (3)201, * 
c‘,, I .b T = V)8 9, (2)10, (2)18, (2j19, (4)21, [2)22], 
c 18 = 19, IO, (3)2 ) (2,22, (6)24]) c, = [ 10, 20, (2)21]) 
c 2. =[lL 14,201, Czl =[11.(2)15.” 71, 
C,2 = [(2)! 1, (4j12, (2j16, (2ji8], 
53 = f11,(4)13, 17,(2)19,(2)213, c24 = fl2, 13,221. 
x-hen 
E S. Kmmer, D. hf. 
The Coh.lnlnS of A(G; 
283 
ilQ211 = (42, 2 I 9 28), 
7, 18,20,21, 22,2?, 
9,21,22,24), the 
sner / t-dksigm on hypergmphs 285 
I, c3 = [[3)1]* 
Cd = [(3)1,18)21, Cs =: i(2]. 
The cd umm of AQG; 
The columns of A(Q;; N; 4, 5) are: 
B1,3,(2)5], c2 == 1:w c, = 9(2il, ra;K?, 5, (6)6], . 
C-4 = f(8)2, (2)3, q2)sy ) “‘5 == [i2)lj (2 3, 
‘76 = [(Zj!, (6 
‘q$ = Kw, 5, 
= 1% 719 Cl2 = fG96, GW1, 
1, Cl4 = [2, 1, (7’. < = [ 1, (336, (2)8, (3)9]. 
SC 
; 5,6) ha3 caluim 
c, = [S], c2 = 81,45)2,(2)3,(2)4], “; = i&6], 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sner / f&sip on hypergrcrphs 
Table 9. Some (84: 2.5, 15)“s. 
-.---.._--I-C--II- 
it indices A Orbit indicw h Orbit indices 
287 
16 2,1t, 13 
22 9,12,13,14 
24 2,9,12 
26 2.5, 12, 83, 1 
30 
* 32 w”, 12,13,1$ 
34 c2.5, it, 12.14 
36 2,9,13, IS 
40 3.12 66 2,5,8,9,13,14 
42 9,11,13,14, 1s 73 
2.9, X,15 7L, 
5.8, It, 13 80 L7,9 
60 3,1l,15 90 1,8,14, 15 
60 5, fi* 7 94 I, 2,8, 91, 12,14 
62 4,8,12,13,14 130 
2,6,8, 12 
.I_Y--.P_-- _-...--we-. 
c,, = [S, (2)l , (2)15], Czo = [3,8, (Zjll, (3jK! 
c& = [(2)1* (2j6,8, (3)9, (4)llI. 
The :olumns of A(C; H; 6,7) are: 
C, = f(W, 5. CM1 9 C2 = [CW, VW, (W (WI, 
C3 = CCSjl, 4951, Cd = [4* 61,! cj = 1(3)7, i2)9, 111, 
Ca = [i6)7, (2j8, (2)10, 131, C7 = [(2)8,9, 161, 
$9, 13, (2)14, (4)19], C9 = [S, 9i <2)10, 13, ( 
c = 10 [(4)3, 10, 13, 14, (2)20,21], 
C 1 1 = 1(2)4, (2)5, (2)11?, 13, (2jl4, (6j18, (2j21 I, 
c 12 = E(2)2, (2% (2)10, (2)11, 13, (4W (4)20], 
C 13 = 1% W12,l 1, c,, = umGWw11, c,s = 11,m 
(6; 2,4, IS) = (2,6), (24; 2, 4, 15) = ( T ) 8,9), (30; 2,4, 15) = 
I) t, 6, ,9], (36;,?.,4. ~5)=(1,3Jb. 
e3 A’s f’Qr t&ich we obtain (A; I!, 5, 15)‘s alre 16 G X G 1 
gq7t ii = 20, 30 and those X s 8 lad 10). The possible designs 
aking unions of ahe des 
we odtain (X; 2, 
@IS listed in Table 9. 
6 1S)‘saceX=SXwhere2< x< 31 
), These desigm ari obttimd a:; unions of (IO; 2, 6, 
‘) IT), 115;2,6. lS)=(l, 19), (30;2,(5,lfi)=(18, la), (4555 
(1. 16, Is), (40;2,6, 15)=i2,7)tor(ll, IS),anci(l80;2,6, 
e X’s for which we obtain (A* , 2, 7,,, i 5)‘s are X = 3x for x = 1, 8, 9, 
16 < x < 2 14. Thes “: dlmigns are obttinable by taking _ 
of the designs listed in TabBe 10. 
3, 5, 15) =(X, $8, 10, 11, 12, 1411. 
ItOO;3,6,~5)~(~~,4,7,Ii,12.,13,1~~,17,18,19,20). 
;3,7* 15)=(3,5, 10, 17,. ~75;3,7,15)=(1,4,5,13, IS, l9,23, 
;317, 15)=(l,4,s,9,kIS m:,23’r, (135;3,7,15)=(1,3,5,6, 
5, l&24), (15&3,7, IS)q-1 , 3, 5, 799, 13, 17, l& 2i, 22,23 
CDZK~~ 7, 15j=U,4,8,10, I4, Is. 26,21,23), (180;3,7, IS)=(f,4, 
!L13,17,2G), (?.25;3,7,15):~(1,3,4,5,7,8,9,12,15,17, 
, 221, (240;3,?, 15)=(1, 3,5.,6,7, 10, 11, 16, 97, 19, 22? 
eget a(60;4,7, 15)=(1,7,9, 10, 14, i6, 18,21,X, 2 
9:u=~~.WelerH=fY,~~wheteY={1,2,3,4)~{5,6,7,8) 
is the set of 2-subtsets witk one element from ( 1, 2,3,4 1 and 
other from {5,6, 7, El), i.e., H is complete bipartite graph & 4. we 
t G = S4 x S, x S2 where an S4 works on one of the 4-sets of vittices 
e-~-P-- -- -___ - -- -- 
4 -_.---_-_-_ _--_-__ __-___ ___. .._-_-_ _...__ _.----IIc--- 
64 i: indim% A Qrbit indices A Qrbit indices 
-IIIIIII__I-----cI -_ --- -..-.___ _____ _____- _ ____ w-.---v - e-w- -.-----a _wI--- -- 
66 * 5,,9 
72 1, 13 
72 8 
72 10 214 1, 3,5,23 
1, 1$,23 :20 1,4,s, 21 
1. aI9 5 1 20 
,5,9 ,z ‘) 12 ~-x-l---~.---L-----__~I--__-___ -_ ___ ._._ _ __ _ - _-- ----.-I_- Y-LI--II*- u_I__ - _ 
289 S Kramer, D. 
























15, 1 IS, 16,26 15,16,25,261 15, 16,f7, 5,26 l&16,1?, 25,26,27 
15,26 , 16, i7 l&16,26,27 IS, 25,2t., 36,37 15,17,25,26,36,37 
, 16,27 15,16, l&18, 15.16, C-,25,28 15,25,26,27,36,37 
T,l8,25 15, 16, 17,26,27,37 
7,25,36 15, 16, 17, 18,27,28 
7,25,3,’ 15,16,17,26,27,28 
l&16,26,37 1% l&25,26,37 15,16,26,27,37,38 
15,16,17,28 IS, 16,26,27,38 15,16,17,27,28,38 
15,16,2?, 38 13, 16,17,25,38 15, 16,26, 36,37, *‘i7 
15,26,37,48 15, 16,25,37,47 15, 16, 17,27,37,:18 
15, 16, 17.28,38 15,25,26,27,36,47 
15, l&27,37,48 C&25,26,27,28,38 
15,16,25,37,48 19, 16, 17,18,28,38 
15, 16, 17,26,27,38 
15, 16,25,26,33,47 
15,26,36,37,47,48 
IS, 16, 13,26,37,48 
IS, 16,17,27,37,48 
15,16,25,26,37,48 




_ ___L- ___ -- ---- __..___ -_-___-_-* _-.._ v--e -_I- ___---- 
and S2 interchuges the two sets of vertices. Our orbit representatives are 
in Tables 11 arid 12. 
Then 
1i0211 = (4% 7% 
15. 16, 17,25,26, 35, ?7 
25,26,36,37,47,48 
__ _._-- --.. -- .---_-_.-_I-*- 
15, 16, 17, 18, IS, 2&27, 28 
115, 16, 17,25. W, 27,36,33 
5, ;tti, 25,26 :2C;, 36,37,3% 
IS, 16,2S, 26, 27,28,36, ‘j7 
1.5, I[?, 25.26, X,37,46, $7 
1>5, ‘I&, 25.26, 27928,379 ::8 
lS,16, I’?, 25,26,27,37,38 
15,2S, I&27, 3S, 36,37, rc 7 
IS, 29,26,27, ZIS, 36,3X :I8 
15, 16,17,2S, 1!6,27,28,38 
iS,l6, 17,2S, 3!6,27,37,4 I 
IS, 16,2S, 26, ;!8,36,37,47 
IS, 16,25,26,II6,37, :18,47 
IS, 16, JS, 26, :16,37,d7,48 
15, 17,2S, 26, :16,37, 38,47 
IS, 17, %§, 26, ;!a, 34~. 37,47 
15.17 25,26, 36,37,47,48 
15,25,. 26,23, :!8,36.37,47 
I> S,25. 26,2X, Zl6,37,38,47 
IS, 25. 26.27, .L 33,47,48 
JIS, 2% 26,2?, :‘16, 37,30,45 
II S,25,26,2 7, :;6,37,38, i8 
IS, 16,35,26, :!7,28,37, -18 
115, id, 25,16, :!7,28,38,48 
II 7,117. ‘35, 36, :17, 38,4?, 48 
l&27, :35,36 lr7,38,47,48 
116,25, :M, 27,, 116, 37, 38,47 
115, 16,) t7’, 25, :!6,3S, 37,48 
IS, 16,, 17’,26, :!7, 36,37,48 
IS, 16, li’,2!i,, :!6,27,38,48 
ns, 16, 29, 26,, 37, 38,4T,4& 
115, 181, 25, 269 :!6, 3T, 4T,48 
e_____pI __Ic___- _I....__ _I_--- 
6, 576,576., 5’76, II 152, 576, 1 ,576,576,288, 
Meswr / ?-desr’gns on hypcrgraphs 281 
The columns 0 
e, =rx], c, = W)1*(2)31, c, =[21, C,=[( 
cs = 131, c-6 = [!2)38) c, = [(4)1, (4)3, (6)4], 
C8 = [(3)2,3], cg = [1;2?3, (fs)4], c,, = 143. 
5) ixe: F ? 
‘C, = [(8)1, cp, (2) 1; c; = [(4)2, (4)6, (2)71, 
c3 = ((2)2,4, (415, (3)81, Cd = i(f213, 
es = I(2), (414, (2171, CYh = I(2)4,61, c, = C(4N, flq 
c* = Kx, (2 7, (4Pl) Cs = [CM (2)7, (6)8, I2)9], 
)6, (217, (2)91, c, 1 = 1(2)6, CFU, 
c 12 = 14, (2P1, Cl3 = 17, (w3, (12)m 
The columns uL4(G; H; 5,6) are: 
q = cu, c-Z = 121, cs = ~2~4)2,(2)5,t 
Ce = [(4)1,2, (2$5, f4)f;l, C5 = [ 1,3, (‘)41, &k = [ 1, (2)3], 
c, = H2)2, ( V3, (2)lOl~ C8 = K2)2, V/3,?, 10, WI 11, 
cg = [(2)2, ( J3, (2K (2)8, (21% (ZgW 9 
c rlo = [(2)3, i2)5, (4)6,9, 101, C,, = [5,81, 
52 = cww, 5591, c;,, = m4, (2$6 111 T 
c 14 = wu v, m& (ZPI z \ cpj = I-(2)7, 101 s 
c 16 = [2,(2)8,(t)B2,(4)13], C,, = [S,P,(2)9,< 
I, c,, = 17, 131, c2(4 = I& 1 
7 (23123) c2z = f(2) 
columns of ) are: 
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c-4 = [(2)3* (2)4, (2)7,9, f* 2) IO, r&)1 1, (2) 1 
)6,(2)8,9, w, c, = [3,~4)5,9,(4)12,14] Y 
C@ 
cifi 
= [3, 8, IO, (2)15], c.‘lo =: [[2)4,(4f)5,t3, lo,(z)rz,f 
= [(2 ~C4)fi,9,CWQl, Cl2 = li2)L 141, C 
54 z= [3, 14,!2)f(5,(2)1a,ds)n91, 
e . Is = [4, [2)14, 16,(2')1"1,(4)ll8], 
CM = [(2)7,(2)16, (4)26,~2)22], 
t7 = IC?)?, (298,9, (2k’!6, (2)11?, (4)21, (4)22], 
= 18.9, 10, (4+18, (Z):ZO, (2)21], 
C 19 = [8,2L (93231, Czo = f9 (2)10, (2)17, (21221, 
51 ,= 1% (311 I, (2)16, 17, (~):!OJ], 
c22 = IlO,(:!)il2,!3)13,C2)18,21], Cz3= [11,(2)12, ITIf, 
= IIS, 231, Cz5 = a’44, (2)15, G)20, (2)2l], 
e;fj = [G?)15, {2)19, (2)x!] > 
= f3], cz = 1(2)1, GW], C$ = [(4)1, (2)4, (255, (2)6, 
)9,Gw11, Cg, = B(2f!l,s,6,(2)8,(2)10], 
,(2x5,73, qj = 14, 81, C, = [2,4,6,(3)12], 
7 = CCW!, 6, 11 I, C9 = CGX4 (6)3, 7,89 CWA (2 
9 (2)1%], ‘CIl := [2,9, IO], 
, (2)I5. (2‘,16, % ‘7, {2)1 
, 17, (Z!)20, ( 
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c ,9 = [6, (2)7, (2)11, (2)15, 17, (2)18, (2)20, (2)21 I, 
I 16,20,(2)2J], +!Z2* = [7,9,18,(4)19,25], 
c 22 = f7, 149 171, C23 = [ ,21, (3)23], 
, (2)22,25], ti-& = [ 10, 19,22, (9)2 9 
C& = [lo, 11, 18, (2)22], c2, = fli, 201, 
c& = 11, (3313, (2)l , 151, C29 = [2,(3;12, 1 
CS,., = [12,35], C3t = [26], kTjz = [16]. 
Assuming our G and H were X = & , then the possible parameter situa- 
tions where a design’exists are: 
(6 ;ZI 3, 16)=(1/Q. 
The (X; 2,4, 16)‘s are obtainable for A = 3,4,6,7,9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 
16, I9,30,34,36,39,40,42,43,45 by taking unions of t 
8 designs: (3; 2,4, 16) = (1, lo), (4; 2,4, 16) = (3. T), (6; 
(8, lO)t (9;2,4, 16)=(1,6), (17;2,4-, 16)=(6,8 p (30; 
(4,9, lo), (36;2,4, 16)=(4,6,9), (45;2,4, 16) =(1,2,7). 
The X’s fcrr which (X; 2, 5, 16)‘s are obtained are X = 8, B 2 and 20 < X 
180 where 4 I X. These are obtained as unions of: (8; 2, 5, 16) = (1 I), 
(12; 2, 5, 16) =(7), (20; 2, 5, 16) = (4, 124 (24; 2,5, 16) = (6, 12), 
(44; 2, 5, 16) = (4: 6, t3), (48; 2,5, 16) = (2) or (9), and (96; 2,5, 16) = 
(5 8 
Y 
‘The k’s for which WC obtain (X; 2,6, 16’1’s are A= 12, 14, 15, 17, II,20 
$ < 500 where X = 0,2 (mod 3):These are unions of (2; 2,6, 16) = 
; 2,6, 16) = (2), (lS* , 16)= (1, 19), (18; 2,6, 16) =(18), 
f 3. Sam (A; 2.8, 116r)‘s.. 
prsoWra^ me----cLII _...-__I-w--._.- -- .--_ l__C^I__, -I-_.- --L--A - _. P- 
orbit iJ’ldkxS A Orbit indica A Orbit indices 
Q-l_, _____ -_ -_ -___ _-- --.I _ ---. - _.__ -. -. -- _-- - -. ., -. - -. -_.- -.._ “_. _I _ _--_ _____.__“___ 
105 2, lG, 31 168 11,21,22 
105 5,6,31 217 2, lo, 13,31 
ir2 IO,!6 224 2,10,13,30 
133 5,10,3f, 32 3316 4,14,24 
IO, 30, 34, 32 140 &IO, 30,31! 67’) 3, IS, 19 
168 2,5, 16 672 8, t2,f8,29 
p - - --‘--i--- _I_-I__-.s-._--. _--..--_ -_ _ _-__- _ . __ _ . 
, St, M)~ =(I, 4,6, 8, KU, (36; 3, 5, M)=CZ, 3, 6,7,9, 13). 
-rue _ .~_ Ix __- - 
- -I ----.L-....- I.-X-.---- ----_.<.____-____- -“. -- _u- 
A Orbit .ndim 
wLurr-- _^X I”PIQ--” I- “^ - ~---.--L-_-I--I__)_-.__ _-_.*-l_ ._-._ __^ _I we- --.s.l_ 
1. ts, 18 60 
2,11.18,23 64 
s 15(. 18,19 66 
2, II, 13,lt5,19,23 70 
f, :2,§, f f, 20, 23 72 
72 
It, 13, f9,tO, 23 78 
2: is, 11, 14, 15, 21.23 
82 
96 
5, J, 13, 941, 15, 18 
1,2,S,B,li1, 14,20,2!,23 
1.4,5,15, 19,2a, 2J,22 
1,2,4, 11, 13, 1’9,2u, 2f, 22.23 
4,8, 17,28 
3‘8, 12, I6 
3,5,8, 13, IA, 18, IY 
1.2, 3, A, 11, 12, 19,20, 21,22,23 
3,9, l3., 17,3t 
-.I 111_----- -s--v-- A_... -- -..----a_1_-.1_ ___- _l___-._l 
.--- - ----- _1--y -_----_I I- _ 
rIbit irdices A Orbit indices 
1,X 9, 13, !lK 19, 20.21, 23.24 
P, 112, B 3, 19,L3,24,25 ‘!0,5; 2, 3, * 13. 14, 18,X, 23.24 
1.2, , 15, 16, 18, 19,25 
1,2,4,S, 8, ‘13, 15,f6, I!?, 22,23,24,25 
Tabk 16. Some (A; 3, tg, 16)‘s. 
w-w- -.-m. --. - ..---- .- - ._- -___-_- -- _-__.- _- _- . . __-_ _. - 
A Orbit iardicec A. Orbit indices h Orbit indices 
w--L ..*-...--. * .-_ ,- _.-- _- __ _.._ _ _-_ _. ____ ._._ ___ __ ___ _ ..-..-_-___-___I___ _---__ __ 
’ 3 I*31 66 1,6, 11,X2,32 102 1,2,2t,22,23 
6 8.30 92 2, 16,23 144 4,15,28 
21 6,30,31 72 11.16.29 216 2, f3,19,26 
33 IO, 40,31,32 72 2t,27,29 288 9, :2,19 
36 §,a?, 32 $1 2,219 23,31,32 
4s 11.22.31 84 §,10,23,32 
48 10, 22 96 10, 11, 13, 30 
__I*- -._. .w_-____ -.._.__. _.-- _ _____ _.- .-_ -- -” 1___--_- ______ _“___ 
X = 0, 10 (unod 15) and X + 100, 130. These are obtained by uGons cf 
designs in Table I 5. 
The (X; 3,8, 16)‘s we construct are for X = 3,6, 21 and 33 G X < 54 
and 66 G X G 642 where 3 1 A. These are unions of designs listed in Table 
16. 
Finally, with this C and H no (X; t, k, 16)‘s were found for t 2 4. 
4. Some reflecthas 
0ur procedure, at least for 10 f u < 16, yielded a fairly large number 
of t&signs when t = 2,3 but not as many as we v auld have liked for 
t > 3. However, a theorem of Alltop [ 1 ] states th.t a (X; t, k, 2% f I), 
ft)r t even, is always extendable to a (X: t + I, k + 0, 2(k + 1)). This means 
that our (X; 2, 5, I 1)‘s extend to (X; 3, 6? 12)‘s, our (X; 2, 6, 13)‘s extend 
to (A; 3, 7, IS)%, Our (;X; L9 3 7, 1 S)‘s exten3 to (X: 3, 8, M)‘:,, the (X; 4, 5, 1 
extend (as was previously known) to 0; 5.6, 12\‘s, our ( 12; 4,6, 13) pro- 
duces a (12; $7, 14), and our (60; 4, 7, 15) produces a (60; 5,8, 16). 
ith appropriate hy~~~raphs and groups we would nut be surprised if 
cme could eventually construct t-designs with “large” t. 
No systematic attempt was made to deter-m the isomorphism types 
of our deSigns. For example, in searching for ( 2, 5, 13)‘s, using a 2 by 
1‘1 matrix, we failed to specify an upper bound on the number of solutions 
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vast number of designs woulfd appear iikely just i:n our 9 exampbs. One 
id stumble onto a (24; 4, ta, 15) = (1 T 1, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 4, IS, 
t 6, 17, 18, $9, 20) in Exat:qAe 8., where here orbi: 1 is repeated 3 times. 
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